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Turnaround Management for the Oil, Gas, and Process Industries: A Project Management Approach helps readers understand the phases of development in preparation for a turnaround, with each relevant phase easily identified. Specific to the process industry, especially oil and gas, petrochemical and power plants, this reference simplifies the entire lifecycle of a turnaround and provides specific examples of both successful and
unsuccessful turnaround projects. By identifying the most significant performance indicators and strategies to ensure that targets are met, this book will help plant managers keep plants safe, efficient and running successfully. Aligns turnaround project management with ISO guidance and ANSI/PMI standards Utilizes the best tools for long-term planning, including instructional videos and training material Helps users gain practical
knowledge through both good and bad turnaround management case studies Presents real-world issues and challenges encountered
Industrial Machinery Repair provides a practical reference for practicing plant engineers, maintenance supervisors, physical plant supervisors and mechanical maintenance technicians. It focuses on the skills needed to select, install and maintain electro-mechanical equipment in a typical industrial plant or facility. The authors focuses on "Best Maintenance Repair Practices" necessary for maintenance personnel to keep equipment
operating at peak reliability and companies functioning more profitably through reduced maintenance costs and increased productivity and capacity. A number of surveys conducted in industries throughout the United States have found that 70% of equipment failures are self-induced. If the principles and techniques in this book are followed, it will result in a serious reduction in "self induced failures". In the pocketbook format, this
reference material can be directly used on the plant floor to aid in effectively performing day-to-day duties. Data is presented in a concise, easily understandable format to facilitate use in the adverse conditions associated with the plant floor. Each subject is reduced to it simplest terms so that it will be suitable for the broadest range of users. Since this book is not specific to any one type of industrial plant and is useful in any type of
facility. The new standard reference book for industrial and mechanical trades Accessible pocketbook format facilitates on-the-job use Suitable for all types of plant facilities
Shutdown management is project management of a special kind: managing the repair, replacement or maintenance of critical systems. Manufacturing and process plants, computer systems, airliners, and many other systems must be regularly closed down or taken out of service for planned maintenance operations. This book provides a complete shutdown project planning guide along with a new, detailed model of excellence and
step-by-step project guide. In a critical field, this book shows the maintenance manager or project leader how to get the job done correctly. * Covers all aspects of major maintenance project planning, minimizing downtime and improving maintenance schedules * Covers projects ranging from weekend overhauls through to complete plant rebuilds * With detailed checklists and a new step-by-step project guide
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"Covers the core concepts and theories of production and operations management in the global as well as Indian context. Includes boxes, solved numerical examples, real-world examples and case studies, practice problems, and videos. Focuses on strategic decision making, design, planning, and
operational control"--Provided by publisher.
Get a grip on the 2002 NEC The 2002 NEC is here-but what do the changes mean for you on thejob? This easy-to-follow interpretive guide walks you article byarticle through the 2002 Code, clarifying terms, explaining newstandards, highlighting compliance issues, and providing practicalworksite
tips. It's the one reference you need to make sense of theNEC-and make sure each job gets done by the book. * Know the rules for wiring design, protection, methods, andmaterials * Identify standards that apply for general use equipment * Discover what the Code says about electrical
requirements forservice stations, industrial plants, health care facilities, andother special occupancies * Find out about special equipment used in office partitions,information technology systems, swimming pools, and more * Examine emergency systems, remote control circuits, optical
fibercables, and other special conditions * Understand new standards for today's communications systems
Don't shut down by accident A carefully planned shutdown will improve your plant's safety and efficiency, while one that "just happens" can be disastrous. Developed from the author's highly successful seminars, this book takes you step by step through successfully managing production
shutdowns. Identify what must be done, schedule equipment and staff, use project-management software, and save both dollars and downtime. * Prioritize needs and identify what can be accomplished within time and budget constraints * Determine whether outside help is required * Schedule the
order and priority of projects * Learn to use CPM (Critical Path Methods) or PERT (Program Evaluation Review Technique) * Plan for new or additional work that may arise during a shutdown * Report and document preparation and execution * Identify and record future needs the shutdown reveals
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This tool needs no maintenance Fully revised and updated, this convenient guide covers the latest industrial equipment as well as all the tools and machines prevalent in older plants, even those from the early 1970s and before. Your complete reference tool * Discusses machinery installation, welding, rigging, carpentry, basic electricity, and more * Features a chapter on safety issues * Covers belts, drives,
transmissions, and bearings * Examines automatic sprinkler systems * Offers tips for preventive maintenance * Includes coverage of piping and pipefitting * Reviews shop mathematics, geometry, and trigonometry
The hardcover, fully updated edition of the only multi-craft trade guide Respected by generations of skilled workers, Audel Millwright's and Mechanic's Guide is the only trade manual to cover maintenance and troubleshooting for all the mechanical trades in a single volume. Now available in hardcover, it covers the newest equipment on shop floors as well as older machinery, sometimes more than 30 years
old, for which little maintenance and repair information remains available. Millwrights, mechanics, machinists, carpenters, pipe fitters, electricians, engineers, and those who supervise them will find this book invaluable. The only hardcover maintenance and repair manual to cover all the mechanical trades in one guide This updated guide covers new industrial machinery as well as 30-year-old equipment for
which little information can be found Essential for those who repair machinery as well as machinists, carpenters, pipe fitters, electricians, millwrights, mechanics, engineers, mechanical technicians, industrial maintenance managers, and construction tradespeople This hardcover edition of Audel Millwright's and Mechanic's Guide is as valuable to today's skilled workers as previous editions were to their
fathers and grandfathers.
Manage to save time and money A properly managed storeroom is the difference between having parts when you need them and spending too much time and money getting them when the need becomes critical. This book shows you how to plan, equip, stock, catalog, and manage a storeroom that will benefit both your workers and the company. Discover cost-effective ways to maintain essential stock, how
to conduct audits, and even ways to negotiate better prices. Choose the most practical site, storage system, lighting, and security Plan what parts you need, when they should arrive, and how best to catalog them Set standards and balance quality and price Plan an efficient physical layout and organize your storeroom to balance space limitations against shelving cost Establish an inventory system that works
Learn what you need to know about purchasing laws, contracts, warranties, and ethical practices
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Here's what you need to know Understanding and following the voluminous National Electrical Codeis a constant challenge. You need a reference that doesn't wasteyour time. This guide extracts the information necessary for you,the installer, then arranges it for easy access and highlights thechanges so you can quickly spot what's new. Whether you're a noviceor a veteran, you'll want this book with you on every job. * Understand the terms and rules for installation set forth
in theNEC * Identify what's new in the 2005 version * Review each section of the NEC that applies to electricalinstallation * Find summary information on the new model ordinances * Learn about the significant changes in bonding and groundingrequirements * Explore the expanded section covering communicationsequipment * Comprehend the new definitions and be able to use them ininterpreting Code requirements
What's the best way to study? The best guarantee of exam success is to know the material and beprepared for the questions you're likely to encounter. This bookprovides hundreds of questions and answers to help you review, tipsfor more productive studying, advice on how to approach the exam, avaluable chapter that outlines state licensing requirements forapprentice, journeyman, master, and inspector, and more-alldesigned to help you face the license exam with
confidence. * Study plumbing drawings, material takeoff pro-cedures, andtypical system layouts * Check your knowledge of plumbing mathematics * Understand what plumbing installation inspections involve * Become familiar with regulations for both the uniform andinternational codes * Review residential trailer plumbing standards and private sewagetreatment facilities * Refresh your understanding of steam and hot water heatingprocedures * Study the specific licensing
requirements for your state and yourexperience level
A good plan is good for business Breakdown maintenance still accounts for much of the time maintenance workers put in. Too often, the result is lost revenue, excessive downtime, and poor-quality repairs. This convenient, practical guide shows you how to develop a comprehensive planning and scheduling effort to ensure all resources are available when they are needed. You'll discover how to gather supportive data and build plans that will help you control maintenance
costs and equipment downtime. * Make informed decisions about the most effective way to perform maintenance * Establish solid shutdown schedules * Set reasonable goals based on your budget * Understand a range of estimating and scheduling methods Structure a work order system that supports your plan * Allocate money, material, and labor resources for maximum productivity * Use multi-skill training to its best advantage * Formulate methods to identify the right
work to be performed during a shutdown
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Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
Home wiring is serious business That's why, especially if you're not an electrician, you need theclear, well-ordered guidance in this book-the same one you may haveseen in your father's toolbox. Now fully updated to cover homenetworking and other 21st century developments, this all-newedition gives you the guidelines, rules, and
step-by-stepinstructions you need to do the job safely and withconfidence. * Understand how to use the National Electrical Code (NEC) and meetits requirements * Install a safe electrical service entrance and branchcircuits * Use the appropriate cables, wires, conduits, and boxes for yourhome's needs * Find specialized information
about electric heating, mobile homewiring, and other unique applications * Learn to install wiring for cable TV, telephones, broadbandInternet, home networks, and security systems * Be able to make accurate load calculations
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
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Machinery Vibration Analysis and Predictive Maintenance provides a detailed examination of the detection, location and diagnosis of faults in rotating and reciprocating machinery using vibration analysis. The basics and underlying physics of vibration signals are first examined. The acquisition and processing of signals is then
reviewed followed by a discussion of machinery fault diagnosis using vibration analysis. Hereafter the important issue of rectifying faults that have been identified using vibration analysis is covered. The book also covers the other techniques of predictive maintenance such as oil and particle analysis, ultrasound and infrared
thermography. The latest approaches and equipment used together with the latest techniques in vibration analysis emerging from current research are also highlighted. Understand the basics of vibration measurement Apply vibration analysis for different machinery faults Diagnose machinery-related problems with vibration analysis
techniques
This book/CD-ROM provides facility managers, maintenance managers, and plant engineers with a scalable, flexible seven-step preventive maintenance (PM) strategy that can be adapted to any environment. It shows how to establish PM scheduling, develop equipment lists, create equipment maintenance manuals, write effective
work orders, and manage the PM system with or without computers. Tips and test questions are included, and the accompanying CD-ROM contains forms and worksheets from the book. Gross is a licensed professional engineer. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Presents a wide scope of articles on chemical substances, properties, manufacturing, and uses; on industrial processes, unit operations in chemical engineering; and on fundamentals and scientific subjects related to the field. Describes established technology along with cutting edge topics of interest in the wide field of chemical
technology.
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This book gathers selected peer-reviewed papers from the 15th World Congress on Engineering Asset Management (WCEAM), which was hosted by The Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul Campo Grande, Brazil, from 15–-18 August 2021 This book covers a wide range of topics in engineering asset management, including:
strategy and standards; sustainability and resiliency; servitisation and Industry 4.0 business models; asset information systems; and asset management decision-making. The breadth and depth of these state-of-the-art, comprehensive proceedings make them an excellent resource for asset management practitioners, researchers, and
academics, as well as undergraduate and postgraduate students.
Tap into Joel Levitt's vast array of experience and learn how to improve almost any aspect of your maintenance organization (including your own abilities)! This new edition of a classic first educates readers about the globalization of production and the changing of the guard of maintenance leadership, and then gives them real usable
ideas to aid in these areas. Completely reorganized so that material is presented within the context of major sections, the second edition tells the story of maintenance management in factory settings. It provides coverage of potential problems and new opportunities, what bosses really want, specifics for improvement of maintenance
and production, World Class Maintenance Management revisited and revised, quality improvement, complete coverage of current maintenance practices, processes, process aids, interfaces and strategies, as well as personal and personnel development strategies. Contains a specialized glossary so users can more easily understand
the specialized language of factory maintenance. Provides specific "how-to" tips and concrete techniques and examples for continuous improvement. Updates the 20 steps to world class maintenance to include the 6 areas of focus for world class maintenance. Includes a completely updated maintenance evaluation questionnaire that
reflects new techniques and technologies. Breaks down and explains the three-team approach to maintenance work. Offers new sections on: managing shutdowns, craft training, and communications. Contains major revisions to the RCM discussion and includes a new discussion about PMO.
With an emphasis on maintenance personnel versatility, Industrial Maintenance is a comprehensive source of fundamental system operation, maintenance, and troubleshooting information. This edition builds on industry-proven content and offers expanded coverage in the areas of energy efficiency and auditing, waste reduction,
safety standards, advanced multimeter functions and procedures, building automation systems, and indoor air quality. Real-world maintenance problems and solutions are depicted throughout the textbook, along with equipment operating principles, maintenance management procedures, and troubleshooting scenarios for common
systems. The workbook features typical troubleshooting and diagnostic activities encountered in the field. Activities reinforce knowledge of maintenance concepts and help learners develop troubleshooting skills.
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This is a hands-on reference guide for the maintenance or reliability engineer and plant manager. As the third volume in the “Life Cycle Engineering series, this book takes the guiding principles of Lean Manufacturing and Maintenance and applies these concepts to everyday planning and scheduling tasks allowing engineers to keep their equipment running smoothly, while decreasing
downtime. The authors offer invaluable advice on the effective use of work orders and schedules and how they fit into the overall maintenance plan. There are not many books out there on planning and scheduling, that go beyond the theory and show the engineer, in a hands-on way, how to use planning and scheduling techniques to improve performance, cut costs, and extend the life of
their plant machinery. * The only book that takes a direct look at streamlining planning and scheduling for a Lean Manufacturing Environment * This book shows the engineer how to create and stick to effective schedules * Gives examples and templates in the back of the book for use in day-to-day scheduling and calculations
Answers at your fingertips This hands-on guide will help you trouble-shoot and solve electrical problems in industrial and commercial settings. You'll find plain-English explanations for a wide range of electrical equipment and systems, from transformers and switchgears to alarm and wiring systems. Use this book to quickly access reliable information and improve your on-the-job skills.
Get useful rules of thumb and quick tricks Discover formulas, charts, and tables essential for plant electrical work Locate technical data quickly and get up to speed on everyday electrical questions Packed with illustrations that help you grasp ideas quickly and easily
The NEC is updated every 3 years with some of the anticipated changes include new requirements to sections while some of the changes include entirely new articles. Some changes are revisions to existing requirements while others are deletions to some existing requirements. As with the last edition of this book the author will use an icon or other graphical feature to highlight all
changes to the 2011 code from the 2008 version. The book is considered an easy reference tool for those individuals on the job in need of a handy reference without the bulk and formality of the code itself. Significant changes to wiring and protection sections as well as new coverae of hybrid electric vehicles and small wind turbine power generators are being made. As always there will
be numerous small changes made throughout the book. In short if a change has been made to the code it will be covered in this book in an easy to read instructional way.
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Featuring updated charts dealing with the most common situations welding workers face on the job , this comprehensive, pocket-sized reference is based on recommendations from working professionals and covers welding symbols and definitions, types of joints and welds, typical welding station configurations, oxygen cylinders, arc-welding charts, U.S
metric measures, and more.
Fully updated; the first in a four-volume set of indispensable builders' guides Builders, remodelers, and do-it-yourselfers will love these revised, clearly organized guides. This one walks the reader through choosing, using, and maintaining appropriate hand and power tools for various jobs, then explains appropriate methods of wood joinery for different
building and finishing applications. Includes an updated reference appendix.
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